INNOVATION

SUPERLOCAL

Innovation is a central feature in this project. SUPERLOCAL
can be seen as an Urban Living Lab that follows a
structured process of innovation for multiple transitions.

During the Indexation Phase (2016-2017) all values (e.g. materials,
memories, architectural qualities, biodiversity, social connections,
and so forth) that are present at this location where mapped. In
the Play Phase (2017-2018) different experiments where executed
(e.g. expo pavilion) and different concept, scenario and
calculation studies where undertaken for the Closed
Water Cycle. In the current Planning Phase (2018-2019) the
concept will be finalised, after which it will be built
in the Creation Phase (2019-2020). At the end of
2020 the first residents will move into
their circulair dwellings.
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SUPERLOCAL includes innovations and room for experimentation for
the circulair and energy transition, water and climate adaptation transition, and the transitions towards a more human oriented society.
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CLOSED WATER CYCLE
KERKRADE

Circular economy is a way of thinking that is central to
the project SUPERLOCAL. The aim is to keep, reuse, recycle
all different kinds of values that are availble.

SUPERLOCAL is a social housing real state development
project in Kerkrade. This city at the south east boarder of
The Netherlands and Germany, is in proximity of cities such
as Aachen, Maastricht and Liege.

For the new dwellings, materials from the four high rise buildings are reused,
repurposed and recycled. The expo pavilion was built with 95% reused
materials, and the experiment buildings will also consist of minimal 90%
reused and recycled materials, while complying to all living standards.

The region is currently dealing with the highest population decline in the Netherlands. Bleijerheide, the neighbourhood where
this project is situated, is expecting a population decline of 30%
in the coming 30 years.

The former residents (who left the appartments at least 5 years ago) are
motivated to return. Their social relations and history on this location are
considered highly valuable. So far, 15 households have showed interest
in moving back and are willing to play an active role.

To keep the quality of life at a high standard and prevent
vacancy, four high rise buildings (100 appartments each)
that have been build in the 1960s will be demolished
and/or transformed. Out of the 400 living units
only 130 will return, but in a more diverse
mix of appartments, studios and
groundlevel dwellings.

The closed water cycle itself includes aspects of the circular
economy as well. Rainwater is used, grey water is
reclaimed and reused. Resources and energy
are extracted from what was previous
considered waste(water).
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To deal with extreme weather conditions such as droughts
and rainshowers different Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
(SUDS) will be implemented.

The Closed Water Cycle is one of the two projects of LIFE Local Water Adapt.
Five partners develop a Collective Adaptive Water Management (CAWM) system. Within
this consortium, the semi-public Drinking Water Company (WML) and Waste Water
Company (WBL) of Limburg, social housing corporation HEEMwonen, the Municipality of
Kerkrade, and Water Company De Watergroep in Belgium, which implements a small scale
replication project, work intensively together.

1: Rainwater capture and storage: Rainwater from the roofs and impervious areas is
transported as surface runoff (without the use of pipes) to buffers that have a capacity
of 250 m3. These buffers store rainwater underground, and are capable to handle most
of the rainshowers, and at the same time provide water for drinking water production.
2: Water square and infiltration ponds: In case of an extreme rainburst, the excess
water is directed to a shallow water square via an overflow. After the rainevents, and
if needed during, water is infiltrated in (infiltration) ponds.
Groundwaterlevels will be replenished, while in the
current situation water would be lost
WATER SQUARE
to a nearby creek.
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The activities of all partners are different from the business as usual. WML and WBL operate
centralised networks but for this project they experiment with a (coupled) decentralised system.
The Municipality uses dual sewage systems (rain and waste water) as a standard. Nevertheless,
in this situation almost no piping is used for rainwater drainage, and a combination of green and
smart grey infrastructure is used to handle rainwater. The use of a vacuum sewage system which
they will operate is entirly new for them. Hence, they provide services to WBL (source
seperation) and WML (delivering rainwater). The housing corporation has expierence with energy
friendly dwellings but not yet with water saving and resource recovery technologies on their
sites. Their main research focus is to discover whether the new technologies will be accepted and
whether social interaction is stimulated.

GREY WATER RECYCLING

INFILTRATION PONDS

Around 20 m3 of grey water is produced every day. This is water from
the showers, sinks and laundrette. In SUPERLOCAL different experiments
will be carried out to test for which purposes this water can be used.

SURFACE WATER

LOCAL WATER

CONTACT INFORMATION

Rainwater is far less used for drinking water or other uses in the
Netherlands compared to neighbouring countries. In this project two
different research goals are identified with regard to drinking water
production: (1) possibilities of local water production; and (2) smart buffering
to handle the drinking water peak during droughts.

Diederik van Duuren (WML)
d.vanduuren@wml.nl
+31 (0)6 15191070
Ad de Man (WBL)
addeman@wbl.nl
+31 (0)6 55742301

1: Common laundrette: After a small purification step the grey
water can be used in a common laundrette. Here residents
get access to washing machines, while enyoing a cup
of coffee and a good conversation. The benefits of
common laundrettes are often not
considered in the Netherlands.

RINSE WATER

RECLAMATION

In contrast to rainwater, greywater is a
more consistent and predictable source.
Can we use it for other purposes?

Rainwater as a fresh source of water to produce drinking water is currently debated in
the Netherlands. Adequate regulations that deal with this issue are lacking. Hence,
ambiguity remains. In SUPERLOCAL monitoring will take place to understand the
dynamics of rainwater quality and quantity.

GREY WATER BUFFER
HELOPHYTE FILTER

PURIFIED GREY WATER REUSE

A combination of rainwater and grey water (after
the helophyte filter step) will be tested in the
drinking water purification plant. If this
scenario is feasible (costs, energy use, risks
etc.) the neighbourhood will be nearly
self-sufficient with regard to water
supply (SCEN_B).

Furthermore, a robust modulair purification plant will be built (technological decisions are not
yet made). At least a year of testing will be done before the local made drinking water will be
provided to the households. Both WML and De Watergroep experience situations where the
current centralised system is too problematic or rather expensive. This experiment should
provide insights whether a local system has potential for such situations.

EFFLUENT BUFFER

PURIFIED GREY WATER OVERFLOW

In the morning and evening, especially during warm and hot days, the demand for
drinking water increase. Resulting in drinking water peaks. One of the aims of this
project is that during these peak moments not a single drop of the centralised
grid will be used by this neighbourhood. Although there might be no
rainwater available, the buffer capacities can be used as temporary
storage. Hence, buffers will be filled off peak (at night or
during the day) with regular drinking water.

DRINKING WATER SUPPLY

2: Common Car wash: When residents
wash cars on the street oil is often spilled.
This could potentially affect the drinking
water production system. The
SUPERLOCAL car wash ensures that there
are no spills and leaks to the surface and
ground water. Moreover, by using
purified grey water less fresh water is
used in the neighbourhood.

COMMON LAUNDRETTE
CAR WASH

SHOWER

A mix of water saving technologies results in a lower water
demand. On average these households use 40% less tap
water compared to regular households.

SINK

HELOPHYTE FILTER
RINSE WATER
GREY WATER PURIFICATION

[B]

SINK

[A]
VACUUM TOILET

WATER PARK

FOODGRINDER

HELOPHYTE FILTER

BLACK WATER DIGESTER

BLACK WATER

[C]

Vacuum toilets that use only 1 litre per flush and
food grinders (that use a small amount of water) are connected
to a vacuum system. This second sewer system collects the slurry and food remnants
creating the possibility to extract energy and valuable resources on site.

Unit

7 KPIs related to water quantity

The 130 households produce around 2 cubic meter of black waste water per day. This water is
transported in a vacuum sewage system through suction of a vacuum pump. This water will be
fermented in a digesting installation (mesophilic Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket Reactor). Out of
this installation two (water) streams remain: (1) organic sludge stream (0,02 m3/d); and (2) a more
dilluted and nutrient rich stream (2 m3/d). In the fermentation process biogas is produced, this is
directly used to keep the UASB-reactor at a constant temperature between 30 - 40 degrees celcius.
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Drinking water

Grey water

[B]
(b)

[C]
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Number of
dwellings

13

3

113

129
129

2.2 [29]

1.8 [5]

2.0 [226]

260
260

Type of toilet

Silent vacuum [13]

Standard vacuum

Silent vacuum [113]

129
260

Type of shower

Water saving [13]

Recirculation [3]

Water saving [113]

129
260

Regular [3]

50% regular [56];
50% use shared
laundrette [5]

77
77

Water saving [3]

Large shared water
saving on each level

25
25

Type washing
machine [n]
Food grinder
[n]

[3]

Regular [13]

Water saving [13]

Total

[9]

Tap(s) [n]

Regular [39]

Regular [6]

Regular [226]

271
271

Outdoor tap [n]

Regular [13]

Regular [3]

- [0]

1616

Waste streams:

Visualisation of Closed Water Cycle

Rainwater

[A]
(a)

[n]

Different experiments
will be carried out in the
surrounding area to
test for which purposes these
two waste/resource products
can be used. Any
suggestions?

BUFFER

SEWAGE

Abbreviation.

[n]

RESOURCE RECOVERY

VACUUM STATION

Apartments

[persons]

TRANSPORT

OIL & FAT SEPARATOR

Experimental
houses

Persons/dwelling

UASB-REACTOR

CAR WASH

Houses

= BW sewage

= GW sewage

= In soil

Model conceptualisation (demand-driven) of Closed Water Cycle

Black water &
Food remnants

Filtered
grey water

SUPERLOCAL
CLOSED WATER CYCLE
www.superlocal.eu

Wash water

https://www.facebook.com/superlocalproject

https://www.linkedin.com/company/superlocal/

EUROPEAN UNION

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtcCKBNyk9Smrzr7a9OhLdg
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European Regional Development Fund

The project LIFE Local Water Adapt
LIFE17 CCA/NL/000043 is funded
by the EU LIFE programme Climate
Action
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Superlocal Super Circular Estade is funded by
EU Urban Innovatie Actions initiative from the
European Regional Development Fund
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